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Side tables

Side table M05

Side table M05 Edition

Side table Kaiser

Side table Kanji

Interactive document

Whenever you see this
symbol on an image, you can
open and edit the displayed
piece of furniture in our
online configurators.

https://www.systemmoebel-plus.com/en/configurator.html
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Home is the place to which we return again and again. It
is familiar to us and is connected to the people we share
it with and the many things around us peppered with
countless memories. Not everything is always perfect,
but everything is part of it. A place that changes.
Our side tables integrate into these spaces, even if each
room is different. This is due to their functionality, their
clear shapes and the ideas behind each table. Each one is
a strong character. Many variants also make it possible to
choose the right side table. And if it's not there, we'll
customise it, for example with a special colour.

Welcome home

https://www.systemmoebel-plus.com/product-configurator/m05.php?code=M05120000052_U_R&language=ENG
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The M05 side tables with removable tray can be used in
any living room thanks to their clear form.
The tables can be used classically in front of and next to
the sofa, the armchair or freely in the room. Thanks to the
different heights, they can be pushed together like set
tables.
In addition to the standard colours, they are also
available in many different special colours.

Design: Thomas Merkel, 2009

Side table M05
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System components

Material:
Frame: steel powder coated RAL
Tray square and rectangular:
steel powder coated RAL
Tray round: aluminium powder coated RAL
Tray oval: wood
Standard colours:
Frame: Mouse grey RAL 7005
Tray square: Agate grey RAL 7038
Tray rectangular: Traffic grey A RAL 7042
Tray round: Traffic white RAL 9016
Tray oval: Birch
Special colours RAL

Article:
Table square
width 31.8 cm depth 31.8 cm height 58.5 cm
Table rectangular
width 40.5 cm depth 25 cm height 40.5 cm
Table round
Ø 35.8 cm height 52.5 cm
Table oval
width 43.4 cm depth 26.8 cm height 46.5 cm

https://www.systemmoebel-plus.com/product-configurator/m05.php?code=M05120000052_9016_7005&language=ENG
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Side table M05

https://www.systemmoebel-plus.com/product-configurator/m05.php?code=M05140000040_7042_7005&language=ENG
https://www.systemmoebel-plus.com/product-configurator/m05.php?code=M05110000058_7038_7005&language=ENG
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In the M05 Edition, the round side table of the series is
available in three elegant material and colour
combinations:
Aluminium anodised with a frame in ironglimmer, copper
with a rust-coloured frame and brass with a bronze grey
frame.

Design: Thomas Merkel, 2014

Side table M05 Edition
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System components

Material:
Frame: steel powder coated RAL
Tray round: aluminium, copper, brass

Standard colours:
Frame: ironglimmer, rust, bronze grey
Tray round: alu anodised, copper, brass

Article:
Table round
Ø 35.8 cm height 52.5 cm

https://www.systemmoebel-plus.com/product-configurator/m05.php?code=M05120000052_N_E&language=ENG
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Side table M05 Edition

https://www.systemmoebel-plus.com/product-configurator/m05.php?code=M05120000052_Z_G&language=ENG
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The Kaiser side table is composed of two identical
shapes, each folded from a single sheet of steel.
Simple form and thin material are used to create
sculptural geometric side tables with a voluminous base
and light tabletop.
The Kaiser is available in two versions: Kaiser large,
slightly higher and narrower, and Kaiser small, slightly
lower and wider.

Design: Thomas Merkel, 2015

Side table Kaiser
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System components

Material:
Steel powder coated RAL fine structure
Traffic white RAL 9016
Traffic black RAL 9017
Special colour RAL

Article:
Large Kaiser
Ø 40 cm height 52.5 cm
Small Kaiser
Ø 60 cm height 32.5 cm

https://www.systemmoebel-plus.com/product-configurator/kaiser.php?code=MK100040052_9016&language=ENG
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Side table Kaiser

https://www.systemmoebel-plus.com/product-configurator/kaiser.php?code=MK200060032_9016&language=ENG
https://www.systemmoebel-plus.com/product-configurator/kaiser.php?code=MK100040052_9016&language=ENG
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Side table Kaiser

https://www.systemmoebel-plus.com/product-configurator/kaiser.php?code=MK100040052_9016&language=ENG
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The design of the Kanji side table series was inspired by
the characters of the Japanese language. Just as the
thickness of the strokes varies in calligraphy with a
bamboo nib, Kanji changes when viewed spatially: its
shape appears linear or two-dimensional depending on
the angle of view.
Kanji is based on a complex manufacturing process,
because the tables are each made of a single folded
sheet metal strip whose ends only almost touch.

Design: Thomas Merkel, 2014

Side table Kanji
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System components

Material:
Steel powder coated RAL fine structure
Traffic white RAL 9016
Traffic black RAL 9017
Flame red RAL 3000
Special colour RAL

Article:
Kanji H
width 50 cm depth 31 cm height 50 cm
Kanji A
width 40 cm depth 25 cm height 40 cm
Kanji F
width 40 cm depth 25 cm height 40 cm

https://www.systemmoebel-plus.com/product-configurator/kanji.php?code=MA100040040_3000&language=ENG
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Side table Kanji

https://www.systemmoebel-plus.com/product-configurator/kanji.php?code=MA100040040_3000&language=ENG
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Side table Kanji

https://www.systemmoebel-plus.com/product-configurator/kanji.php?code=MF100040040_9017&language=ENG
https://www.systemmoebel-plus.com/product-configurator/kanji.php?code=MA100040040_9017&language=ENG
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Plan your side table yourself online on our website.
Whether a round M05 for your home or a Kanji for the
office: the side tables can be easily planned and calculated
with the configurators. The standard colours or one of the
many possible additional colours can be selected and a
PDF shows the composition with dimensions, articles and
prices.

www.systemmoebel-plus.com/en/configurator

Side table configurators

https://www.systemmoebel-plus.com/en/side_table_m05_configurator.html
https://www.systemmoebel-plus.com/en/side_table_kaiser_configurator.html
https://www.systemmoebel-plus.com/en/side_table_kanji_configurator.html
https://www.systemmoebel-plus.com/product-configurator/m05.php?code=M05120000052_9016_9016&language=ENG
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Thomas Merkel has been working on the subject of side
tables for many years. The S+ Systemmöbel collection
currently comprises three series:
"I like side tables. They are the little helpers that can be used
almost anywhere and can be very different. Sometimes they
are rather practical, then they are smart or sculptural,
unobtrusive and reserved or expressive and dominant.
But they always enter into a relationship with their
surroundings and the users. And since every interior is
individual, it takes different characters to find the right
table. In addition, it is helpful if variants are available and
the option for a special colour is given. Sometimes it has to
be just this one colour because it's the only one that
matches the sofa and, of course, the floor.
For me, it is important that my furniture integrates when it
complements an interior. For example, you can cut the large
Kaiser in half and place the table halves separately next to
the sofa."

www.thomasmerkel.de/en

Thomas Merkel
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S+ Systemmöbel manufactures shelves, sideboards, tables and
side tables that are characterised by a reduced design language
and adaptability. They are well thought-out, unobtrusive and offer
suitable variants for every situation in which they are used.

Side tables
Thomas Merkel
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https://www.systemmoebel-plus.com/product-configurator/m05.php?code=M05120000052_U_R&language=ENG
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